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IT'S ESSENTIALLY MASCHKE'S THEOREM 

D . S. PASSMAN 

The Galois theory of noncommutative rings is a new subject with roots 
in invariant theory and in the Galois theory of fields, commutative rings 
and division rings. If G is a finite group of automorphisms of a ring R, 
then we are concerned with the relationship between R and the fixed sub-
ring RG = {re R\r* = r for all g e G}. For the best results it is frequently 
necessary to assume that R has no |G|-torsion, so that r-|G| = 0 implies 
r = 0, or even the stronger hypothesis that ICJI-1 e R. A delightful intro
duction to this material can be found in the survey paper [7] of Fisher and 
Osterburg. An in-depth study appears in the recent monograph [25] of 
Montgomery. 

A useful tool in this subject is the skew group ring RG, the set of all 
formal sums Z^<=G rgg with rg e R. Addition in RG is componentwise 
and multiplication is defined distributively by the formula 

rg'Sh = rsg~lgh 

for r9seR and g,heG. In this way, RG becomes an associative ring con
taining all the ingredients R, G and RG of the theory and results on skew 
group rings are therefore surely of interest. One particular result, namely 
Maschke's theorem, immediately comes to mind. It is the first major theo
rem proved about group algebras of finite groups and it shows the strong 
effect of |G|-torsion, or the lack of it, on the structure of these algebras. 
Indeed we will be able to say of a number of results considered here "It's 
essentially Maschke's theorem". 

In this expository paper we will discuss certain skew group ring applica
tions to the Galois theory of noncommutative rings. The results for the 
most part are known but some of the proofs are new. Indeed the simplifica
tions appear precisely when Maschke's theorem comes into play. The 
material considered here is very special and certainly not indicative of the 
subject as a whole. It was chosen because it fits together nicely, because 
it can be presented in a self-contained manner with few prerequisites, and 
frankly because it is of particular interest to the author. Many of the 
results offered are not best possible but rather they are precisely what is 
needed for this presentation. 
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At this point it is appropriate to explain the words in the title. A group 
algebra K[G] is the special case of a skew group ring with R = K a field 
and with the action of G on ^trivial. Thus K[G] is indeed a ^-algebra and 
Maschke's theorem [22] asserts that all K[G]-modulQS are completely 
reducible if and only if |G| #= 0 in K. On the other hand, if R is any ring 
and if WR E VR are i^-modules then WR is essential in VR, written WR ess 
VR9 if and only if for all nonzero submodules XR ü VR we have WR {] 
XR*0. 

1. R*G-modules. Let R be an associative ring with 1 and let G be a finite 
multiplicative group. Then a crossed product R*G is an associative ring 
constructed from R and G analogous to but somewhat more general than 
the skew group ring. More precisely R*G consists of all formal sums 
TIX^G

 rxx with rx e R- Addition in R*G is componentwise and multiplica
tion is defined distributively using the formulas 

xy = t(x, y)xy> 

rx = xrx 

for all x, y e G and rsR. Here the twisting t: G x G -• U(R) is a map to 
the group of units of R and * e Aut R for all x eG. The skew group ring 
RG is then the special case in which the twisting is trivial. 

It is a simple exercise to determine the relations on t and the automorph
isms which make R*G associative. Furthermore, R*G has an identity 
element which we may assume without loss of generality to be Ï for 1 e G 
and @ = {ux\u e U(R), x e G} is a multiplicative group of units in R*G. 
Observe that R E R*G by the way of the embedding r -• r\ and that © 
acts on R by conjugation. Indeed the equation rx = xrx is equivalent to 
jc-irx = rx. Moreover U(R) < © and &/U(R) s G. 

Crossed products occur quite frequently in various branches of ring 
theory and are usually no more difficult to deal with than skew group 
rings. We study these rings in the first three sections of this paper and we 
start with Maschke's theorem. Here WR \ VR indicates that WR is a direct 
summand of VR. 

LEMMA 1.1. Let W E V be R*G-modules having no \G\-torsion. If 
WR\ VR, then there exists an R*G-submodule UofV with (W® U)R ess VR. 
Furthermore, if V = V-\G\, then WR*G\VR*G. 

PROOF. Write VR = WR © WR, let %\ V -+ W denote the natural 
/^-projection and define l\ V -> W by VX=2^XŒG(^YX~1. Then it is easy 
to see that X is an i^G-homorphism and hence if U = ker A then U is an 
jR*G-submodule of V. Let n = \G\ and observe that ïox weW we have 
wx = wn. Thus since F has no w-torsion we see that W f| U = 0. Now let 
veVand set w = vxe W. Then (vn)x = vA« = wx so (v/z — w)* = 0and 
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we deduce that Vn E W © U. In particular, if X is an iÊ-submodule of 
F with (W® U)f) X=09 then Xn g (W® U) (] X = 0 and, since F 
has no «-torsion, we conclude that X = 0. Thus (W ® U)R ess K#. Finally 
if V = F«, then K = JP© t/and » W | F W 

As a consequence we have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1.2. Let W E Vbe R*G-modules with no \G\-torsion. Then 
(i) there exists an R*G-module U E V with (W ® U)R ess VR, and 

(ii) WR ess K* if and only if WR*G ess VR*G. 

PROOF, (i) Let L be an jR-submodule of V maximal with respect to the 
property and W f| L = 0. Then certainly ( W ® L)R ess F^. Moreover, 
if E is the finite intersection E = H ^ ^ G C ^ ® £ )* trien> using *i* = i?#, 
we see easily that E is an jR*G-submodule of V and ER ess F#. Observe 
that W g £ g W © L so £ = W © (£ f| £) a n d w e c a n aPPty Lemma 
1.1 to W g E. Thus there exists an ifrG-submodule Uoì E with ( ^ © £/)* 
ess £/?. But ER ess F/? so ( W ® U)R ess KÄ and this part is proved. 

(ii) If WR ess VR then certainly WR*G ess F ^ G . Conversely, if WR*G 
e s s

 K??*G
 a n d if we apply (i) above, then we must have U = 0 and WÄ 

ess VR. 

Part (ii) above is the essential version of Maschke's theorem. Let V be 
an i?-module. Then the Goldie rank of V, written rank VR, is defined to be 
the largest integer k such that V contains Vi ® V2 ® • • • © Vk a. direct 
sum of k nonzero submodules. If no such maximum exists, then rank 
VR = oo. Basic properties of this rank can be found in [8]. In particular 
it is clear that W ü F implies rank W ^ rank Fand that JFess F implies 
equality of ranks. Modules of rank 1 are called uniform, so that U i=- 0 
is uniform if and only if for all nonzero submodules X, 7 i U we have 
1 ( 1 Y # 0. Furthermore rank (V®W) = rank V + rank W and if 
(7i, U2, . . . , Uk are uniform with (Ui ® U2 © • • • © Uk) ess V9 then 
rank V = k. 

LEMMA 1.3. Let Vbe an R*G-module. Then 

rank VR*G ^ rank VR g \G\ • rank VR*G. 

PROOF. The first inequality, namely rank VR*G ^ rank VR, is obvious. 
We consider the second. For each i?-submodule AR of VR define Ä = 
OXZEG AX. Then Ä= {ve V\vx~l e A for all x e G} and it is easy to see that Ä 
is an 7?*G-submodule of V. In fact, Ä is the largest i?*G-submodule of V 
contained in A. Since G is finite, Zorn's lemma applies and there exists A 
maximal with Ä = 0. 

Suppose that (BJA) © (B2/A) © • • • © (^Ä/^4) is a direct sum of 
nonzero Ä-submodules of V/A. Then B{ is properly larger than A, so 
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Bi s* 0 and it is easy to see that B1 © B2 © • • • ® Bk is a direct sum 
of nonzero i^G-submodules of V. Thus we see that rank (V/A)R ^ 
rank VR*G. Finally each Ax is also an i^-submodule of F with the same 
property as A so rank (V/Ax)R ^ rank VR*G. Thus since Ä = 0, VR is 
embedded isomorphically in © Zlx^diV/Ax) and 

rank VR ^ 2 J rankCF/^x)^ g |G| • rank VR*G. 
x(=G 

REMARKS. The formulation of Maschke's theorem in Lemma 1.1 is due 
to Higman [10]. In fact there is a more general version which compares 
VR*G

 a n d VR*H where H is a subgroup of G and where V has no [G:H]-
torsion. However this does not carry over to Lemma 1.2. Lemma 1.2 
appears in [21]. The special case of Lemma 1.3 for modules of infinite rank 
is due to Kharchenko [14]. More recently, variants of this general result 
have been discovered independently by a number of people. 

2. Semiprime rings. A ring R is semiprime if it has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals. In other words, if / is an ideal of R, written I <i R, and if I2 = 0 
then 1=0. Such rings have a number of nice properties. Indeed, suppose 
A, B < R with AB = 0. Then (A f] B)2 = 0 so A f] B = 0 and hence 
also BA = 0. It therefore follows that rR(A) and /R{A\ the right and left 
annihilators of A, are equal and we denote this common ideal by a.nnRA. 
In addition A f] ann A = 0 and in fact (A © ann A)R ess RR. To see the 
latter, observe that if XR is a right ideal of R disjoint from A, then XA E 
X fi A = 0 and X g ann A. 

We continue our study of crossed products R*G and we apply the results 
of §1 to the right ideals of this ring. Note that if R has no |G|-torsion, then 
the same is surely true of R*G. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a ring with no \G\-torsion and let I <\ R*G with 
IR*G ess (R*G)R*G. We have 

(i) (/ n R)R ess RR, hence I f] R ^ 0, and 
(ii) if R is semiprime, then rR*G(J) = /Ri(iG (I) = 0. 

PROOF. By Lemma 1.2 (ii) we have IR ess (RR*GG)R and hence (/ f] R)R 

ess RR. In addition, if R is semiprime then the latter implies than 
ann*(/ f] R) = 0. Thus clearly /R*G(I f] R) = rR*G(I f] R) = 0 and, 
since / ü / fi R, the result follows. 

We now come to the Fisher-Montgomery theorem [4]. This is known 
to be "essentially Maschke's theorem". We now see why. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a semiprime ring with no \G\-torsion. Then R*G 
is semiprime. 

PROOF. Let N be a nilpotent ideal of R*G and set / = /R*G(N). Then 
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/ < ] R*G and IR*G ess (R*G)R*G- For the latter observe that if X is a 
nonzero right ideal of R*G and if A: is maximal with XNk # 0, then XNk^ 
X fl /. Now Lemma 2.1 (ii) applies and we conclude that N g rR*G(I) = 0. 

An ideal P of R is prime, written P <T R, if for all A, B <\ R the inclu
sion >4JB g Pimplies ,4 g ? o r 5 £ P , Then, as is well known, Ris semi-
prime if and only if the intersection of all its prime ideals is zero or equi
valente if and only if the intersection of all its minimal primes is zero. 

We now study R as an (R, P)-bimodule with an eye towards computing 
rank RRR. Observe that the submodules of RRR are precisely the ideals of 
R and that 0 ^ U <3 R is uniform if and only if for all nonzero ideals 
A, B g (/we have A f] B ^ 0. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a semiprime ring, let P <T R and let U < R be 
uniform, 

(i) I <\ R and I > P implies that ann 1=0. 
(ii) ann P is either zero or uniform. 
(iii) ann U is a minimal prime ofR. 
(iv) If Pl9 P2, . . . , Pn are all the minimal primes of R9 then ann Py = 

Ç\i±jPï * 0 and ann(ann Pj) = Pj. 

PROOF, (i) /-ann / = 0 g ? and I $ P implies that ann / £ ? < / . 
Thus ann 7 = 0. 

(ii) Suppose A, B <J R with A, B g ann P and A f] B = 0. Then 
ÄB = 0 g P so, say, A g P f| ann P = 0. 

(iii) Let A, B < R with AB g ann U. Then U £/)•(££/) = 0 so AU f] 
BU = 0. Since £/ is uniform, this implies, say, AU = 0 and ;4 g ann £/. 
Thus ann £/ is prime and, by (i), it must be minimal since U ^ 0. 

(iv) If i * j then Ptr g 0 = Py • ann Py so P, e ann P;. Thus f)w^« = 
ann Py and equality must hold, since R semiprime implies f]iPt- = 0. 
Moreover the intersection f]t-Pt- = 0 is irredundant so ann P; is nonzero. 
Finally ann(ann Pj) ü P, and, by (i), equality must hold. 

As a consequence we obtain the following characterization of the bi-
module Goldie rank. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let Rbe a semiprime ring. Then R has finitely many minimal 
primes if and only (frank RRR < oo. Furthermore, when this occurs the 
number of minimal primes is precisely equal to rank RRR. 

PROOF. Assume that R has n < oo minimal primes Pi, P2, . . . , P„. 
Since f)1Pt- = 0, R embeds isomorphically in (P/P0 © (P/P2) © • • • © 
(R/Pn). But each P/P„ being a prime ring, is surely uniform as an (R, R)-
bimodule. Thus k = rank RKR s n. 

Conversely let rank RRR = k < oo and let Uh U2, . . . , Uk be uniform 
ideals with E = Ux © U2 © • • • © Uk essential as an (R, P)-bimodule. 
Since R is semiprime, the latter implies that ann E = 0 and hence that 
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P)f ann Ut = 0. But each ann Ut is a minimal prime by Lemma 2.3 (ii) so 
R has n ^ k minimal primes and the result follows. 

REMARKS. Other proofs of Theorem 2.2 appear in the original Fisher-
Montgomery paper as well as in [21] and [28]. However the proof offered 
here is considerably easier than all of these. Lemma 2.4 is an extremely 
useful result due to Heinicke and Robson [9]. 

3. Prime ideals in R*G. We now use the results of the preceding section 
to study the primes of R*G. Recall that © = {ux\u e U(R), x e G} is a 
group of units in R*G which acts on R by conjugation. Hence © permutes 
the ideals of R and clearly U(R) acts trivially. Thus G ^ ®/U(R) permutes 
these ideals. Observe that, if A is a (/-invariant ideal of R, then A*G = 
A(R*G) is an ideal of R*G and clearly (R*G)/(A*G) = (R/A)*G where 
the latter is a suitable crossed product of G over R/A. 

We say that R is G-prime if for all nonzero G-invariant ideals A, B 
of R we have AB ^ 0. Furthermore if A <\ R is G-invariant, then A is 
said to be G-prime if and only if R/A is a G-prime ring. These ideals are 
of interest because of the following Lying Over result. 

LEMMA 3.1. Given R*G. 
(i) IfP<X R*G9 then P f] Risa G-prime ideal of R. 

(ii) If A is a G-prime ideal of R, then there exists P <T R*G with 
p n p = A. 

PROOF, (i) Since any ideal of R*G is G-invariant, it is clear that P f| R 
is a G-invariant ideal of R. Now let A, B < R be G-invariant with AB ü 
P fi R' Then A*G, B*G < R*G with (A*G)(B*G) = AB*G g P. Thus 
if, say, A*G g P, then A ^ P Ç\ R. 

(ii) There exists an ideal / of R*G, namely A*G, with I [) R = A. We 
now choose P <1 R*G maximal with this property. It follows easily that 
P is prime. 

The next argument is analogous to that of Lemma 1.3. 

LEMMA 3.2. The ring R is G-prime if and only if there exists Q <T R 
with HxeGO* = 0- Furthermore, when this occurs, R is semiprime and the 
ideals Q* are precisely all the minimal primes of R. 

PROOF. If Q <l'R with f l ^ ô * = 0, then it is trivial to verify that R 
is G-prime. Conversely assume that R is G-prime and, by Zorn's lemma, 
choose Q <\ R maximal with respect to the property that Ç\XÇ=GQ* = 0. 
It follows easily that Q and all its conjugates Q* are prime. Furthermore 
the minimal primes of R are the minimal members of {Q*\x e G}. But if 
Q is a minimal prime, then surely so is g* so these are all minimal primes. 

We now fix some notation. Let the crossed product R*G be given and 
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assume that R is G-prime. Let Q be a minimal prime of R, as described 
above, and define H = stabGg = {xe G\Q* = Q} and N = ann^g. 
By Lemmas 3.2 and 2.3 (iv) we have axmRN = Q and N = Ç)X(£HQ*-

LEMMA 3.3. Le* 0 # / < P*G. Tfeii 0 # tf/JV g iV*^ g R*H. 

PROOF. Since H is the stabilizer of Q in G it is clear that H stabilizes 
N. Conversely any element of G stabilizing N will also stabilize axmRN = 
Q. Thus stabGiV = H and it follows from Lemma 2.3 (iv) that N*N = 0 
for x $ H and hence that NxN = 0. This yields 

N(R * G)N = 2 # * # = S AftJV ^N*H 
XŒG XŒH 

and thus MW ^ N*H. 
Finally let / be the set of identity coefficients of elements of / so that 

/ = {reR\ £xŒGrxxeI and r = r±}. Then / i s a nonzero G-invariant 
ideal of R and hence ann^/ = 0. In particular, JN ^ 0 and, since R is 
semiprime, we have (JN)2 ^ 0 so AU7V ^ 0. Thus NIN ^ 0. 

The following is a special case of a result of Lorenz and Passman [18]. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let R have no \G\~torsion and let R*G be given. Suppose 
that R is G-prime, let Q be a minimal prime of R and set H = stabG£). 
Then R* G has at most \H\ minimal primes. Furthermore if P <]' R * G, 
then P is minimal if and only ifPf] R = 0. 

PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, S = R* Gis semiprime and we begin by study
ing S as an (R, jR)-bimodule. By Lemma 2.3 (ii), N = ann^g is uniform 
and hence clearly mnkR(N * H)R = \H\. Now we compute rank SSS. 
Suppose Ih I2, . . . , Ik are nonzero ideals of S with 2{/,- a direct sum. 
Then, by the preceding lemma, NIt-N ^ 0 and S{iV/f-JV is a direct sum of 
(jR, P)-subbimodules of N * H. Thus k ^ rank^iV * H)R = \H\ and 
rank S S S ^ \H\. It now follows from Lemma 2.4 that S has n ^ \H\ 
minimal primes. 

Let P <T R * G. If P is minimal, then by Lemma 2.3 (iv) a n n ^ ^ P # 0 
and hence ann^P fl K) # 0. But P f| P is a G-invariant ideal of the 
G-prime ring R so we must have P f| R = 0. Conversely suppose P is 
not minimal. Then ann sP = 0, by Lemma 2.3 (i) and hence Ps ess 5S . 
Lemma 2.1 (i) yields P fl P # 0 and the theorem is proved. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let R*G be given with |G|_1 e R and let A be a G-prime 
ideal ofR. Then A * G = Px f) P2 (} - - • f) Pn an intersection ofn ^ \G\ 
minimal covering primes. Furthermore, if P <T R * G, then P = Pi for 
some i if and only if P [] R = A. 

PROOF. Let ~ : R * G -* (P * G)/(>4 * G) = (P/,4) * G denote the 
natural epimorphism. Then R = P/,4 is a G-prime ring with no |G|-
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torsion since |G| -1 e R. Then by Theorems 2.2 and 3.4 we see that R * G 
has n ^ |G| minimal primes which intersect to zero and hence, if Pl9 

P2, . . . , Pnare their complete inverse images in R * G, then Pt <]' R* G 
and fiJfP, = A*G. Finally if P <]' # * G then, by Theorem 3.4, P = P, 
for some / if and only if P ü A * G and P f] R = 0. Since the latter 
conditions are easily seen to be equivalent to P f\ R = A, the result 
follows. 

REMARKS. The result of Lorenz and Passman [18] is a good deal more 
general than Theorem 3.4. Indeed the no |G|-torsion assumption is not 
required and the result actually offers a reasonably useful description of 
the primes. As a consequence one sees that the number of minimal 
primes of R * G is actually at most equal to the number of conjugacy 
classes of H (not of G). Corollary 3.5 is then also a special case of the 
correspondence between the G-prime ideals of R and the prime ideals 
of R * G obtained in [18] [19]. In those papers the basic Krull relations 
of Going Up, Going Down and Incomparability are proved without 
the assumption on |G|_1. 

This latter correspondence, in turn, is a special case of the more recent 
correspondence developed for prime ideals in finite normalizing extensions 
in [9] and [16]. From these papers we see that general incomparability, 
at present, appears to be exceedingly difficult to prove. But in our case, 
it is actually quite trivial. It turns up in Theorem 3.4 as the assertion that 
if P is a nonminimal prime of R * G then P f] R ^ 0, and this is im
mediate from Lemma 1.2 (ii) the essential version of Maschke's theorem. 

4. Group actions and fixed points. We now begin our applications to 
Galois theory. Let G be a finite group acting on the ring R. More pre
cisely, this means that we have a homomorphism of G into Aut R. We 
are of course concerned with the relationship between R and the fixed 
subring RG = {r e R\r* = r for all g e G}. Define the trace map on R by 

trG(r) = Z r*. 

x<=G 

The following basic properties are trivial to check. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let G act on R. 

(i) trG is an (RG, RG)-bimodule homomorphism from R to RG. 
(ii) If A is a right ideal of RG, then \G\-A g \G\-(AR)G g tr(AR) g A. 
Given the action of G on R we now form the skew group ring RG. 

This is easily seen to be an associative ring and indeed a special case of a 
crossed product. However since G is contained isomorphically in this 
ring, we do not use the overbar notation. Define G = £*<=<;* e ^G and 
observe that for all g e G we have Gg = G = go. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let G e RG be as above. 
(i) G(RG) - GR2Ê R as RG-modules. Here R acts on R by right 

multiplication and G acts in the given manner. 
(ii) Ifr e R, then GrG = G-tr r. Hence G(RG)G = G-tr R g GRP. 

(iii) If I is a G-invariant right ideal ofR, then RGI<\ RG and for alln^O 
(RGiy+1 = i*G(tr iyi. 

PROOF, (i) Since RG = GR we have G(RG) = G(GR) = GR £ R 
where the latter isomorphism is given by 0(Gr) — r. This is certainly a 
right jR-module map and for g e G we have 0(Grg) = 0(Gg~lrg) = r* = 
0((?r)*. 

(ii) This is clear since 

GrG = J]Grx = J] Gx'hx = G-tr r. 
x^G x€=G 

(iii) RGI is surely an (i£, i?)-bimodule. Furthermore since both J? and 
/are G-invariant and since G absorbs factors from G we have RGI <] i*G. 
Now by induction (RGI)»+1 = RGI-RG(tr Z)»"1/. But G/ÄG = GIG = 
G-tr /from (ii) above, so the result follows. 

We now obtain the extremely important theorem of Bergman and Isaacs 

m. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G act on R and suppose that R is semiprime with no 

\G\-torsion. 
(i) If I ^ 0 is a G-invariant right or left ideal of R, then IG ^ 0 and 

tr / # 0. 
(ii) RG is semiprime. 

PROOF. Let 0 ^ / be a G-invariant right ideal of R and consider the 
nonzero ideal RGI of RG. By Theorem 2.2, RG is semiprime so RGI is 
not nilpotent. Thus, by Lemma 4.2 (ii), tr lis not nilpotent. In particular, 
tr / # 0 and (i) is proved. For (ii) let A be a nonzero right ideal of RG 

and set / = AR. Then tr / E A and tr / is not nilpotent so RG is surely 
semiprime. 

The following is a special case of the Bergman-Isaacs result [1] on the 
existence of fixed points. While we do not need it here, it is interesting to 
see how close these methods come to proving the general result. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let G act on R a ring with no \G\~torsion, and suppose 
that 0 # / < Ris G-invariant. If tr I is nilpotent, then I f| rR(I) ^ 0. 

PROOF. By Lemma 4.2 (iii), RGI is a nilpotent ideal of RG. Therefore 
J = rRG(RGI) is an ideal of RG, essential as a left ideal. Hence, by the 
left analog of Lemma 2.1 (i) we have R(J f] R) ess RR. But surely J f] R = 
rR{I) so, since / ^ 0 we have / f| rR(I) # 0. 
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REMARKS. The proof given above for Theorem 4.3 was shown to me by 
Montgomery and appears in [24]. The work of Bergman and Isaacs [1] 
goes well beyond Theorem 4.4. Indeed, their main result asserts that, with 
the hypothesis as given, / is nilpotent of degree bounded by a function of 
\G\ and of the nilpotence degree of tr /. This is proved by a subtle com
binatorial argument, best understood in the context of skew group rings 
It does follow from Theorem 4.4, with a little work, that / is nilpotent. 
However, we obtain no bound for its nilpotence degree in this manner. 

5. Goldie rings. Here we continue our application of skew group rings 
to Galois theory. The following lemma shows that there exists a nice 
relationship between the essential right ideals of R and those of RG. In 
part (i), the itö-module structure of R is as described in Lemma 4.2 (i). 

LEMMA 5.1. Let G act on R, a semiprime ring with no \G\-torsion. 
(i) rank RG = rank RRG. 

(ii) rank RG ^ rank RR ^ |G|-rank RG. 
(iii) If E is an essential right ideal ofR, then (E f| RG) ess RG. 
(iv) If A is an essential right ideal ofRG

9 then AR ess R. 

PROOF. We will freely use Lemma 4.1 (ii) and Theorem 4.3 (i). 
(i) If Ii © I2 © • • • © Ik is a direct sum of nonzero jRG-submodules of 

R, then IG © IG © • • • © IG is a direct sum of nonzero right ideals of RG. 
Conversely if A\ © A2 © • • • © Ak is a direct sum of nonzero right ideals 
of RG, then AXR © A2R © • • • © AkR is a direct sum of nonzero RG-
submodules of R. Indeed, the latter sum is direct since, for each /, B{ = 
(AXR + • • • + At-_iR) fi AfR is a G-invariant right ideal of R with 
tr Bt g (Ai + • • • + Aj_i) fi Ai = 0. Thus Bt = 0 and the ranks are 
clearly equal. 

(ii) This is immediate from (i) above and Lemma 1.3. 
(iii) If E ess R, then since G is finite we see that (f]xŒGEx) ess R and 

this intersection is G-invariant. Thus we may assume E is G-invariant. 
Now suppose X is a nonzero right ideal of RG. Then E f| XR ^ 0 and 
hence 0 * tr(£ f] XR) E (E (] RG) fi X. 

(iv) If A ess RG, then it is clear that ARRG ess RRG. Indeed if X is a 
nonzero G-invariant right ideal of R, then 0 ^ XG so A f| XG ^ 0 and 
hence AR fi X ^ 0. But then Lemma 1.2 (ii) yields ARR ess RR. 

As a consequence we obtain the lovely result of Levitzki [15] and Cohen-
Montgomery [3]. This follows almost immediately since a ring R is semi-
simple Artinian if and only if it has no proper essential right ideal. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let G act on R and suppose that R is semiprime with no 
\G\-torsion. Then R is semisimple Artinian if and only if RG is. 

PROOF. If RG is semisimple Artinian and if E ess R, then (E fi RG) ess 

file:///G/-torsion
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RG, by Lemma 5.1 (iii), so 1 G E Ç] RG and E = R. 
Conversely if R is semisimple Artinian, then the center of R is a sum 

of fields so |G|_1 e jR. If A ess RG
9 then AR ess R, by Lemma 5.1 (iv), so 

1 e AR. Thus \G\ = tr 1 G tr AR g A, by Lemma 4.1 (ii), and hence A = 
7?G. In view of the above remarks, the theorem is proved. 

R is said to be a Goldie ring if and only if rank RR < oo and R satisfies 
the maximum condition on right annihilators of subsets of R. Goldie's 
theorem [8, Theorem 1.37] asserts that a ring R has a classical right 
quotient ring Q(R) which is semisimple Artinian if and only if R is a 
semiprime Goldie ring. These rings can also be characterized in terms of 
their essential right ideals and therefore a correspondence analogous to 
the above theorem is to be expected. For convenience we quote the 
following lemma which merely isolates the last few steps in the proof of 
Goldie's theorem. 

LEMMA 5.3. Let T be a multiplicatively closed subset of regular elements 
of R and suppose that 

(i) t G T implies tR ess R, and 
(ii) E ess R implies E fi T ï 0 . 

Then T is a right divisor set in R, RT~l is a semisimple Artinian ring and R 
is a semiprime Goldie ring with classical quotient ring Q(R) = RT~X. 

With this, we can now prove the following theorem of Kharchenko [14], 
discovered independently by Cohen [2] and by Fisher and Osterburg [6]. 

THEOREM 5.4. Let G act on the ring R and suppose that R is semiprime 
with no \G\-torsion. Then R is Goldie if and only if RG is. Furthermore when 
this occurs then Q(R) = RT~l where T is the set of regular elements of RP 
andQ(R)G = Q{RP). 

PROOF. Observe that RP is semiprime, by Theorem 4.1 (ii). 
Suppose first that R is Goldie. Then RP g R g Q(R) and Q(R) is 

Artinian so RG surely satisfies the maximum condition on right annihi
lators of subsets. Furthermore rank RP is finite, by Lemma 5.1 (ii), and 
hence RP is semiprime Goldie. 

Conversely suppose that RG is Goldie and hence that Q(RP) = RGT~l 

exists, where T is the set of regular elements of RG. Certainly T is a 
multiplicatively closed subset of R. Furthermore, if teT and if X is 
either the right or left annihilator of t in R, then X is a G-invariant right 
or left ideal of R with X fl RG = 0. Hence, by Theorem 4.3 (i), X = 0 
and T consists of regular elements of R. We show now that T satisfies (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 5.3. Indeed if t e T9 then tRP ess RP since RG is a 
Goldie ring. But then, by Lemma 5.1 (iv), tR = {tRP)R is essential in R. 
On the other hand, if E ess R, then (E f] RG) ess RG, by Lemma 5.1 (iii), 
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and hence since RG is a semiprime Goldie ring we conclude that E fi T = 
(E fi RG) fi T T£ 0 . Lemma 5.3 now asserts that R is a semiprime 
Goldie ring with Q(R) = RT~l. Finally, since T ü i£G we see immediately 
that ß(7*)G = (^r- ! ) G = Ä G r - ! = Q(RG) and the result follows. 

We close this section by proving a special case of the additivity principle 
of Joseph and Small [13]. If e, / a r e idempotents of R we write e ~ / i f 
and only if eRR s /RÄ. As is well known, this occurs if and only if there 
exist elements w, v e R with e = wv and / = vu. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let S E R be rings with S semisimple Artinian and write 
S = © SiS*, « <ft>ecf 5wm of simple rings. Iff is a primitive idempotent 
in Si, then rank R = Shrank Sh rank / i f ) . 

PROOF. We know that St ^ Mw.(Z)t), a full matrix ring over a division 
ring, and we let {/i,/2 , • • •>/«,} be a family of orthogonal idempotents 
summing to the identity of St. Then 1 = S«•//•_,• is an orthogonal de
composition of 1 e S g R and hence R = © EijfjR. Observe t h a t / 7 ~ 
/ in S and hence in Z£ so ftJR ^ / i ? . Thus computing ranks yields rank 
R = 2 i«r rank / - /Ê and the lemma is proved since nf- = rank St. 

Remarks. The inequality in Lemma 5.1 (ii) is due to Fisher and Oster-
burg [6]. The key relationship in Lemma 5.1 (iii) can be found in [2] and 
[6]. Part (iv), the converse of (iii), appears in [21] and is another application 
of Maschke's theorem. The proof given here of Theorem 5.4 follows the 
presentation in [21]. 

6. Prime ideals in RG. Perhaps the most interesting application of skew 
group ring methods to Galois theory is the correspondence that is obtained 
between the prime ideals of R and of RG. For this we need to assume that 
|Gl-1 e R and we define e e RG by 

e = |G|-i G = IGI"1 2 x. 
xŒG 

LEMMA 6.1. Let G act on R with |G|_1 e R. Then e = |G|_1 G is an idem-
potent ofRG with 

(i) e(AG)e = eAG for any G-invariant ideal A of R, and 
(ii) e(RG)e = eRG ^ RG where the latter is a ring isomorphism. 

PROOF. Since gG = G it follows that (G)2 = \G\ • G and hence that 
e is an idempotent. Now let A be a G-invariant ideal of R. Then AG = 
tr A since |G|_1 e R so (i) is immediate from Lemma 4.2 (ii). Furthermore, 
since RG clearly commutes with e, the isomorphism eRG ^ RG does 
indeed preserve the ring structure. 

In view of part (ii) above, the following lemma is surely of interest. 
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LEMMA 6,2. Let e be a nonzero idempotent in a ring R and define <p, a 
map from ideals of R to those of eRe9 by I? = eie = / fi {eRe). Then ç> 
yields a one-to-one correspondence between the set of prime ideals of R 
not containing e and all the primes of eRe. Moreover if Pl9 P2 are primes 
ofR not containing e9 then Px £ P2 if and only ifP\ £ P% 

PROOF. Observe that i f / < R, then eie = I fl (eRe) and that this is 
a proper ideal of eRe if e $ I. Furthermore if A < eRe, then RAR <\ R 
and, since A = eAe9 we have (RAR)<P = eR(eAe)Re = A. From this it 
follows easily that if P <T R9 then P<P <]' eite. 

Now suppose P, / <] P with P prime and e £ P. If Iv g P*>, then e/e = 
/*> £ P and (ReR)I(ReR) g P. But P is prime and e £ P, so this yields 
/ g P. We conclude from this that p is one-to-one on the set of primes 
of R not containing e and it remains to show that tp is onto. 

Let Q <\' eRe. Since (RQR)v = Q we can now choose, by Zorn's 
lemma, an ideal P of R maximal with P<P = g. Then e £ P and since P 
is easily seen to be prime, the lemma is proved. 

We now combine the above two results. More precisely we study e e RG 
as given in Lemma 6.1 and we let <p denote the map from ideals of RG to 
ideals of eRGe = eRG s RG. Thus if / <] RG, then I* = eJ for some 
J<\RG. 

LEMMA 6.3. Let G act on R with \G\~l e R and let Abe a G-prime ideal 
of R. Then AG = Qx f] g 2 fl • • • fi g * * finite intersection of k g \G\ 
minimal covering primes. Furthermore if g <]' PG, fAe/x g = Qt for some 
i if and only if eQ = P? for some prime P ofRG with P f] R = A. 

PROOF. By Corollary 3.5 we have AG = Px fl P2 fl • • • fl Pn
 wi*h 

« g |G|. Thus if PC = eQi9 then Lemma 6.1 (i) yields 

eAG = U G > = p\ n />$ n • • • n P% = *gi n *g2 n • • • n eQn 

and hence v4G = 0 1 0 0 2 0 • • • fl Qn- We can of course delete those 
g,-'s equal to RG or equivalently we delete those P,'s containing e. When 
this is done and the primes suitably labeled, we then have, by Lemma 6.2, 
4G == g ì fi g2 fl • • * fl Qk a n intersection of k ^ n g \G\ primes. 
Furthermore since the P/s are incomparable so are the Q/s by Lemma 
6.2 and hence Qh g2, . . . , Qk are precisely the minimal covering primes of 
AG. 

Finally if g <1'RG, write eQ = P<P for some P <}'RG. Then g = g, 
if and only if P = Pi9 by Lemma 6.2 again, and hence if and only if 
P fl R — A. Note P necessarily satisfies e £ P. 

If T <\'R and g 0'PG , we say that T lies over g if g is a minimal 
covering prime of J f| ^G- For simplicity we will describe certain Going 
Up and Going Down statements diagramatically. Thus for example 
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is read as follows. Given Qx ü Q2 primes of RG and T2 a prime of R lying 
over Q2, there exists Tx a prime of R such that Ti lies over Q1 and Ti Ü T2. 
We can now obtain a key result due to Montgomery [26]. 

THEOREM 6.4. Lef G act on R and suppose that |G|_1 e P. 
(i) / / T < ' P , then T f| #G = ô i fi Ö2 fi • • • fi Qk™ intersection of 

k S- \G\ minimal covering primes. Thus T lies over finitely many primes 
of BP. 

GO IfQ <\'RG> then there exists a prime TofR, unique up to G-conjuga-
tion, such that T lies over Q. 

(iii) The following three versions of Going Up and Going Down hold. 

PROOF, (i) Let T<\'R and observe that for x e G we have T* fl RG = 
(T fl RG)X = T fl RG. Hence if A = f]xŒGTx, then A is a G-prime ideal 
of R and AG = A fl RG = T fl RG- Now apply Lemma 6.3. 

(ii) Let Q <\'RG and define P <ifRG and A < P by P* = ?Q and 
,4 = P fl ^ . Then 4̂ is a G-prime ideal of R so A = Qxe=Gr* for some 
T <\'R, by Lemma 3.2. Since r fl PG = 4̂G we see from Lemma 6.3 
that T lies over Q. Furthermore that lemma shows that A is the unique 
G-prime ideal of R with Q minimal over AG. Hence if T\ also lies over 
Q and ii Ax = C\X(=GT*, then we must have A\ = A and T\ = T* for some 
XGG. 

(iii) The first relation is obvious. We have Qi ^ T± Ç] RG ^ T2f] RG 

so Qi contains a minimal covering prime Q2 of T2 f| ^G- For the second 
and third define P , <S'RG and At < P by P? = eg, and 4 , = P, fl R-
Then Ö! 2 g 2 implies, by Lemma 6.2, that Pi ü P 2 and hence that 
Ai 2 v42. It is now a simple matter to compare the corresponding T/s. 

The missing Going Up relation in (iii) above does not in fact hold. 
Even though Going Up holds in RG, the primes determined may contain 
e and hence would not correspond to primes of RG. The following result 
due to Lorenz, Montgomery and Small [17] is the additivity principle 
applied to Galois theory. 

THEOREM 6.5. Let G act on P, a ring with no \G\-torsion9 and suppose 
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that R is G-prime and Goldie. If Tis a minimal prime ofR with H = stabG!T 
and if Qi, Q2, . . . , Qk are the minimal primes of RG, then rank (R/T) = 
£fzf- • rank {RGIQt) for suitable integers z{ satisfying 1 :g zt ^ \H\. 

PROOF. Since R is G-prime, it is semiprime and Theorem 5.4 applies. 
In particular, RG is also semiprime Goldie and Q(RG) = Q(R)G. Further
more, it is known (see [8]) that the minimal primes of R correspond in a 
one-to-one manner with the primes of Q(R) and indeed that their factor 
rings have equal Goldie rank. In view of these remarks, we may now 
clearly replace R by Q(R) and assume that both R and RG are semisimple 
Artinian. Observe that |C7| is now invertible in R. 

Write R = Rx © R2 ® • • • ® Rj, a direct sum of simple rings and, say, 
T = R2® • ' • ® Rj- Since R is G-prime, these factors are permuted 
transitively by G and hence it is clear that RG ^ jRf. Thus since R1 ^ 
R/T, we may clearly replace R by Rx and G by H and then assume that 

r = o. 
Finally write RG = S = Si ® S2 ® • • • ffi Sk as in Lemma 5.5. Then 

by that lemma we have rank (R/T) = rank R = 2 f (rank St)(mnkftR). 
Since St- = RGIQi and zf- = rank / i ? is a positive integer, it remains to 
bound these integers. To this end, we see from Lemma 4.1 that (fR)G = 
fRG is an i^-module of rank 1. Hence Theorem 4.3 (i) implies thztfR 
is an jRG-module of rank 1 and Lemma 1.3 yields the result. 

REMARKS. Lemma 6.2 is well known and can be found in [11]. Using 
this and Corollary 3.5, Lorenz and Passman were able to show in [18] 
that the prime lengths of R and of RG are equal. However this work did 
not specifically look at the primes of RG so Theorem 6.4 is a significant 
improvement. The special case with RG central was considered earlier in 
[6]. Theorem 6.5 appears in [17] without an upper bound for the integers 
z,-. The result, in any case, is just a slight sharpening of the inequality 
obtainable from Lemma 5.1 (ii). We should mention that most of these 
correspondences and in particular those of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.4 
preserve the property of being a primitive ideal. In addition, it is shown 
in [26] that the correspondence of Theorem 6.4 is actually a homeomor-
phism between the appropriate quotient spaces of Spec R and Spec RG 

endowed with the quotient Zariski topology. 

7. The Jacobson radical« Since Maschke's theorem is so intimately 
related to semisimplicity considerations, it seems appropriate, in this 
final brief section, to discuss the Jacobson radical of crossed products 
and fixed rings. We start with a result of Villamayor [29]. Unlike the 
material considered earlier, the work here is "really Maschke's theorem". 

THEOREM 7.1. Let R*G be a crossed product with {G^eR. Then 
J(R * G) = J(R) * G. 
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PROOF. There are two inclusions to prove here and the first does not 
require the assumption on |G|. Let V be an irreducible R * G-module. 
Then F is a cyclic R * G-module and hence VR is finitely generated. It 
follows from Nakayama's lemma that VJ(R) ^ V. But VJ(R) is easily 
see to be an R * G-submodule so VJ(R) = 0. We conclude that J(R) g 
J(R * G) and hence that J(R) * G E J(R* G). 

In the other direction, let V be an irreducible i*-module and form 
the induced R * G-module V* G = V®R (R * G). Then V* G = © 
TIX<ELGV ® x a n ( i e a c h s u c r i F ® x is an irreducible i?-submodule conju
gate to V. Thus(F* G)R is completely reducible and Maschke's theorem, 
Lemma 1.1, implies tha t (F* G)R*G is completely reducible. In particular 
(V * G) -J(R * G) = 0. Finally, let a = S ^ c r ,f e J(R * G). Then for any 
v e V9 0 = (v (g) 1) a = 2] v/^ ® g so vr^ = 0 and Fr^ = 0. Since this 
is true for all such V we deduce that rg G J(R) and therefore that 
J(R * G) g /CR) * G. 

To transfer this information to fixed rings we use the well known fact 
that if e is a nonzero idempotent of R, then J(eRe) = eJ(R)e. As a con
sequence we obtain Montgomery's theorem [23]. 

THEOREM 7.2. Let G act on R with \G\~leR. Then J(RG) = J(R) f| 
RG = /(£)G. 

PROOF. Form RG and let e = |G|_1G. Then by Lemma 6.1 (i) (ii) and 
the preceding result we have 

eJ(RG) = e(J(R * G))e = < / (£ ) * G)e = e/(#)G. 

Thus we see that J(RG) = J(R)G. 

REMARKS. The relationship between R- and R * G-modules considered 
in the proof of Theorem 7.1 is part of a general Clifford theory. There are 
numerous proofs of Theorem 7.2 in the literature, all of them of course 
using some version of Maschke's theorem. Analogous results for the 
prime radical follow immediately from Theorems 2.2 and 6.4. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS. Skew group rings have proved to be an ex
tremely useful tool in dealing with certain aspects of Galois theory. For 
example, much of the classical theory for fields and division rings can 
be developed quite nicely in this manner using the Jacobson-Bourbaki 
correspondence (see [11], [12]). In addition, the early papers of Zalesskii 
and Neroslavskii [30] and Fisher and Osterburg [5] on the Galois theory 
of noncommutative rings took a decidedly skew group ring approach. 
More recent successes include the prime ideal correspondence discussed 
here as well as a mechanism, due to Lorenz [20], for studying the restriction 
of ^-modules to RG. 
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Finally we mention two extremely interesting open problems which 
might be amenable to skew group ring methods. The first is a sharpening 
of the Bergman-Isaacs bound. Let G act on R, a ring with no |C/|-torsion, 
and let / be a G-invariant ideal. If IG = 0, then / is nilpotent of degree 
bounded by an extremely unpleasant function of |G|. If G is solvable, 
then it is known [1] that fGi = 0 and it is conjectured that |G| is indeed 
the best possible bound in general. The second problem requires |G|_1 G R 
and we ask whether R is integral, in some reasonable sense, over RG. 
This is known to be true at least when G is abelian [27]. 
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